**Graphic Organizer (tech)**

Name: ___________________________ Group: __________________________

Book: _______________________________________________________________

Author: _______________________________

Reading Assignment: page ______ to page_______

**Assignment:**
Your job is to create a content or concept map from the reading that helps better understand the reading. Create your concept map from the reading with the main idea at the center or top and the related ideas moving out with descriptors connecting verbs. You can use the shared whiteboard space or create it with mind mapping software, such as Inspiration, and then copy and paste it to the whiteboard. You can also use other digital concept mapping tools and resources (many tools are available online) to create maps such as a Venn diagram; timeline; or concept web. Paste your concept map into the whiteboard space to share with the other group members and see if they have any other points or connections to add. You can make any type of graphic organizer you wish, or choose from the list below.

International Reading Association’s Read•Write•Think:


Character Map | Timeline | Character Interaction | Story Line/Plot | Compare & Contrast (Venn)

Topics to be carried over to the next discussion session:

Reading assignment for the next discussion: page ______ to page ______.
Date for next discussion: ____________